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D ç³#r ò³O ¿êVæü ÌZ CÐèþÓºyìþ¯èþ çÜ¦Ë ÌZ Ò$ çàÌý sìýMðüsý ¯èþ ºÆæÿ$ Æ>Äæý$ yìþ.
D {ç³Ôèý² ç³{èþÐèþ$$ yðþ¿ñýOI§æþ$ ºçßý$âñýO_eMæü {ç³Ôèý²Ë¯èþ$ MæüÍW E ¨.
ç³Èæü {´ëÆæÿ ¿æýÐèþ$$¯èþ D {ç³Ôé²ç³{èþÐèþ$$ Ò$Mæü$ CÐèþÓºyæþ$èþ$ ¨. Ððþ$$§æþsìý I§æþ$
°Ñ$çÙÐèþ$$ËÌZ D {ç³Ôé²ç³{èþÐèþ$$¯èþ$ ðþÇ_ Mìü §æþ ðþÍí³¯èþ A ÔéË¯èþ$ èþç³µ°çÜÇV>
çÜÇ^èþ*çÜ$Mø yìþ.
(i) D {ç³Ôèý² ç³{èþÐèþ$$¯èþ$ ^èþ*yæþyé°Mìü MæüÐèþÆÿõ³h A ^èþ$¯èþ E¯èþ² M>Wèþç³# ïÜË$¯èþ$
_ ^èþ yìþ. íÜtMæüPÆÿ ïÜË$Ìôý° Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ C¨ÐèþÆæÿMóü ðþÇ_ E¯èþ² {ç³Ôé²ç³{èþÐèþ$$¯èþ$
Ò$Ææÿ$ A XMæüÇ ^èþÐèþ§æþ$ª.
(ii) MæüÐèþÆæÿ$ õ³h ò³O Ðèþ$${¨ _¯èþ çÜÐèþ*^éÆæÿ {ç³M>Ææÿ D {ç³Ôèý²ç³{èþÐèþ$$ÌZ° õ³iË
çÜ QÅ¯èþ$ Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ {ç³Ôèý²Ë çÜ QÅ¯èþ$ çÜÇ^èþ*çÜ$Mø yìþ. õ³iË çÜ QÅMæü$
çÜ º «¨ _ V>± Ìôý§é çÜ*_ _¯èþ çÜ QÅÌZ {ç³Ôèý²Ë$ ÌôýMæü´ùÐèþ#r Ìôý§é °f{ç³
M>Mæü´ùÐèþ#r Ìôý§é {ç³Ôèý²Ë$ {MæüÐèþ$ç³§æþ®ÌZ ÌôýMæü´ùÐèþ#r Ìôý§é HÐðþO¯é óþyéË$ yæþ$r
Ðèþ sìý §øçÙç³NÇèþÐðþ$O¯èþ {ç³Ôèý² ç³{é°² Ððþ r¯óþ Ððþ$$§æþsìý I§æþ$ °Ñ$ÚëÌZÏ ç³È>
³ç ÆæÿÅÐóþæüMæü$°Mìü ÇW C_aÐóþÜí §é°Mìü º§æþ$Ë$V> Üç ÇV>Y E¯èþ² {ç³Ôèý²ç³{é°² ¡çÜ$Mø yìþ.
èþ§æþ¯èþ èþÆæÿ {ç³Ôèý²ç³{èþÐèþ$$ Ðèþ*Ææÿaºyæþ§æþ$ A§æþ¯èþç³# çÜÐèþ$Äæý$ CÐèþÓºyæþ§æþ$.
(iii) ò³O Ñ«§þæ V> Ü
ç Ç^èþ*çÜ$Mö¯èþ² èþÆ>Óèþ {ç³Ôé²ç³{èþ çÜ QÅ¯èþ$ OMR ³ç {èþÐèþ$$ ò³O
A§óþÑ«§þæ V> OMR ³ç {èþÐèþ$$ Üç QÅ¯èþ$ D {ç³Ôé²ç³{èþÐèþ$$ ò³O °ÇªÙç t Üç Ë¦ ÌZ Æ>Äæý$ÐèþÌñý¯èþ$.
{ç³ {ç³Ôèý²Mæü$ ¯éË$Væü$ {ç³éÅÐèþ*²Äæý$ {ç³çÜµ §æþ¯èþË$ (A), (B), (C) Ðèþ$ÇÄæý$$ (D)
Ë$V> CÐèþÓºyézÆÿ$$. {ç³{ç³Ôèý²Mæü$ çÜÆðÿO¯èþ {ç³çÜµ §æþ¯èþ¯èþ$ G¯èþ$²Mö° Mìü §æþ ðþÍí³¯èþ Ñ«§æþ V>
OMR ç³{èþÐèþ$$ÌZ {ç³ {ç³Ôé² çÜ QÅMæü$ CÐèþÓºyìþ¯èþ ¯éË$Væü$ Ðèþé¢ÌZÏ çÜÆðÿO¯èþ
{ç³çÜµ §æþ¯èþ¯èþ$ çÜ*_ ^óþ Ðèþé¢°² »êÌý ´ëÆÿ$$ sý ò³¯þø Mìü §æþ ðþÍí³¯èþ Ñ«§æþ V>
ç³NÇ ^éÍ.
A
B
C
D
E§éçßýÆæÿ×ý :
(C) çÜÆðÿO¯èþ {ç³çÜµ §æþ¯èþ AÆÿ$$óþ
{ç³Ôèý²ËMæü$ {ç³çÜµ §æþ¯èþË¯èþ$ D {ç³Ôèý²ç³{èþÐèþ$$ø CÐèþÓºyìþ¯èþ OMR ç³{èþÐèþ$$ ò³O¯èþ
CÐèþÓºyìþ¯èþ Ðèþé¢ÌZÏ¯óþ ç³NÇ _ Væü$Ç¢ ^éÍ. AÌêM>Mæü çÜÐèþ*«§é¯èþ ç³{èþ ò³O ÐóþÆöMæü ^ør
Væü$Ç¢õÜ¢ Ò$ {ç³çÜµ §æþ¯èþ Ðèþ$*ÌêÅ Mæü¯èþ ^óþÄæý$ºyæþ§æþ$.
{ç³Ôèý² ç³{èþÐèþ$$ ÌZç³Ë C_a¯èþ çÜ*^èþ¯èþË¯èþ$ gê{Væüèþ¢V> ^èþ§æþÐèþ yìþ.
_èþ$¢³ç °° {ç³Ôèý²ç³{èþÐèþ$$ _ÐèþÆæÿ C_a¯èþ RêäçÜË¦ Ðèþ$$ÌZ ^óþÄæý*Í.
OMR ç³{èþÐèþ$$ ò³O °È~èþ çÜ¦Ë ÌZ çÜ*_ ^èþÐèþËíÜ¯èþ ÑÐèþÆ>Ë$ èþí³µ _ CèþÆæÿ çÜ¦Ë ÌZ
Ò$ Væü$Ç¢ ç³#¯èþ$ ðþÍõ³ Ñ«§æþ V> Ò$ õ³Ææÿ$ Æ>Äæý$yæþ V>± Ìôý§é CèþÆæÿ _à²Ë¯èþ$ ò³rtyæþ
V>± ^óþíÜ¯èþrÏÆÿ$$óþ Ò$ A¯èþÆæÿáèþMæü$ Ò$Æóÿ »ê«§æþ$ÅËÐèþ#éÆæÿ$.
ç³Èæü ç³NÆæÿ¢Æÿ$$¯èþ èþÆ>Óèþ Ò$ OMR ç³{é°² èþç³µ°çÜÇV> ç³Èæü ç³ÆæÿÅÐóþæüMæü$yìþMìü CÐéÓÍ.
Ðésìý° ³ç Èæü Væü¨ ºÄæý$rMæü$ ¡çÜ$Mæü$ÐðþâæýMÏ üæ *yæþ§æþ$. ³ç Èæü ³ç NÆæÿÆ¢ ÿ$$¯èþ èþÆæÿ$Ðéèþ A¿æýÅÆæÿ$¦Ë$
{ç³Ôèý² ³ç {é°², OMR ç³{èþ Äñý$$MæüP M>Ææÿ¾¯þ M>ï³° ¡çÜ$Mæü$ÐðþâæýÏÐèþ^èþ$a.
±Í/¯èþËÏ Ææÿ Væü$ »êÌý ´ëÆÿ$$ sý ò³¯þ Ðèþ*{èþÐóþ$ Eç³Äñý*W ^éÍ.
ÌêVæüÇ£æþÐþ$ sôýº$ÌýÞ, M>ÅÍMæü$ÅÌôýrÆÿË$, GË[M>t°Mü ç³ÇMæüÆ>Ë$ Ððþ$$§æþËVæü$¯èþÑ ç³ÈæüVæü¨ÌZ
Eç³Äñý*W ^èþyæþ °õÙ«§æþ .
èþç³ çÜÐèþ*«§é¯éËMæü$ Ðèþ*Ææÿ$PË èþWY ç³# Ìôý§æþ$.
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LAW
Paper – III
1. Match the item from List I with an item with
List II and choose the correct answer from
code :
List – I

3. Passive smoking will have impact on the
health of public and hence public smoking
is banned. This Supreme Court

List – II

observation is in the case of

I. Fundamental Rights 1. Britain Constitution

(A) Mandal case

II. Directive Principles 2. Constitutions of
of State Policy
Socialist Countries

(B) Murali S. Deora case
(C) Maneka Gandhi case
(D) Manu Bhai Sha case

III. Fundamental Duties 3. American
Constitution
IV. Parliamentary
Democracy

4. Protection of lakes is an objective

4. Irish Constitution

expressly stated in which one of the
following ?

Code :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I
3
1
3
2

(A) Fundamental Duties
II
4
2
4
3

III
1
3
2
1

IV
2
4
1
4

(B) Directive Principles of State Policy
(C) Fundamental Rights
(D) Eleventh Schedule to the Constitution
5. I. R. Coelho V. State of Tamil Nadu refers to

2. In case of a conflict between a State Law
and Union Law with respect to a subject
enumerated in concurrent list which law
prevail over which ?
(A) State law shall prevail over Union Law
(B) Union law shall prevail if it is made
subsequent to State law
(C) Union law will prevail whether it is
passed before or after the law made
by the State Legislature
(D) Union law will prevail if it is made prior
to the law made by the State Legislature
III '

(A) Executive action taken in the name of
the Governor is the executive action
of the State
(B) Constitutional validity of laws included
in the Ninth Schedule
(C) Colourable re-promulgation of
ordinance is unconstitutional
(D) Reservation in unaided private
colleges
3
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9. Constitutional law describes various

6. Money Bill can be introduced in
(A) Lok Sabha only

organs of the government in rest while

(B) Rajya Sabha only

administrative law describes them in

(C) Either of the Houses

motion.

(D) Joint Session of the Parliament

(A) Dicey
(B) Holland

7. Choose the correct answer based on the

(C) Jennings

statements – Assertion (A) and Reason (R)

(D) Maitland

Assertion (A) : In Minerva Mills V.

10. Famous case decided by Privy Council

Union of India Art. 31-C

regarding constitutionality of rule making

as amended by the 42nd

(A) In re Delhi laws case

Amendment Act, 1976

(B) Hamdard Dawakhana case

was held invalid.

(C) R Vs Burah
Reason (R)

: The amendment of Art.

(D) In re Kerala Education Bill

31-C destroyed the

11. Who has championed the cause of

basic structure of the

introducing Jan Lokpal Bill in India ?

Constitution.

(A) Sunderlal Bahuguna

Code :

(B) Santosh Hegde

(A) (A) is correct, but (R) is wrong

(C) Anna Hazare

(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct

(D) Medha Patkar

(C) (A) is wrong, but (R) is correct
(D) Both (A) and (R) are wrong

12. X whose latest book is not included in the
list of reference books by Y who has been

8. The present Election Commission of India

authorised to select appropriate books for

consists of

the concerned subject. Which writ can be

(A) Chief Election Commissioner and two

issued against him ?

Election Commissioners
(B) Chief Election Commissioner only

(A) Prohibition

(C) Chief Election Commissioner and one

(B) Quo warranto
(C) Mandamus

Election Commissioner

(D) None of the above

(D) Three Election Commissioners
III '
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15. The burden of proof to prove that nonsupply of such report has caused
prejudice and resulted in miscarriage of
justice is on
(A) Enquiry officer
(B) Delinquent employee
(C) Both enquiry officer and delinquent
employee
(D) None of the above

Read the following passage and answer
questions Nos. from 13 to 16 :
It is explicitly clear that doctrine of natural
justice requires supply of a copy of inquiry
officer’s report to the delinquent if the
enquiry officer is other than the disciplinary
authority. It is also clear that non-supply of
the report of inquiry officer is in breach of
natural justice. But it is equally clear that
failure to supply report of the enquiry officer
to the delinquent employee would not ipso
facto result in proceedings being declared
null and void and order of punishment non
est and ineffective. It is for the delinquent
employee to plead and prove that nonsupply of such report has caused prejudice
and resulted in mis-carriage of justice. If he
is unable to satisfy the court on that point,
the order of punishment cannot
automatically set aside.

16. If the employee is unable to satisfy the
Court that non supply of such enquiry
officer’s report has caused prejudice and
resulted in miscarriage of justice
(A) Court must set aside the order of
punishment automatically
(B) Court cannot set aside the order of
punishment automatically
(C) Court must not set aside the
punishment automatically
(D) None of the above

By reading the above paragraph draw the
correct conclusion from the following :
13. In case the enquiry officer is a disciplinary
authority
(A) The supply of copy of inquiry officer’s
report is necessary
(B) The supply of copy of inquiry officer’s
report is not necessary
(C) The supply of copy of the disciplinary
authority sometimes is necessary
(D) None of the above

17. Salmond enumerates five characteristics
of legal rights. Four such characteristics are
1. Subject of right
2. Object of right
3. Content of right
4. Title of right, and the
(A)

14. As a general rule, punishing without
supplying the enquiry officer’s report to the
delinquent employee
(A) Results in proceedings being null and
void and the order of punishment is
ineffective
(B) Results in proceedings need not be
void and the order of punishment is
effective
(C) In exceptional cases only the
proceedings are void and the order of
punishment will not be effective
(D) All the above
III '

(B)
(C)
(D)

fifth characteristic is :
Property in respect of which right is
claimed
Act of omission required by the right
The legal reason for the existence of
the rights
The subject of the corresponding duty

18. Ratio decidendi means
(A) The whole of the judgment
(B) The reasoning of the judgment
(C) Irrelevant part of the judgment
(D) Facts of the case
5
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22. Match the following :

19. Examine the statements Assertion (A) and
Reason (R) carefully and select the

List – I

answer using the code given below

List – II

Name of the Case

Assertion (A) : Precedent is like gold in

Judicial Contribution

I. Shabanoo Case

1. Right to

a mine.
Compensation
Reason (R)

: It has to be searched in

II. M.C. Mehta Case

law reports.

2. Right to
Maintenance

Code :

III. Rudal Shah Case

3. Right to Equality

(A) (A) is correct, but (R) is wrong

IV. Randhir Singh Case 4. Right to

(B) Both (A) and (R) are correct

Environment
Code :

(C) (A) is wrong, but (R) is correct
(D) Both (A) and (R) are wrong

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

20. Which of the following is the correlative of
immunity ?
(A) No-right

II
4
1
1
2

III
1
3
2
4

IV
3
4
4
1

23. Which one of the following statements
correctly conveys Fuller’s theory of inner
morality of law ?
(A) Every piece of law in order to be valid,
must fulfil certain procedural
requirements like generality,
prospectivity
promulgation,
intelligibility and consistency
(B) The contents of every law in order to
be valid must be of a minimum moral
standard
(C) The question of morality of every law
is a matter for the inner conscience of
the legislators and judges have
nothing to do with it
(D) The question of morality of law is not
for the courts to determine

(B) Duty
(C) Disability
(D) Subjection
21. An idol of Lord Krishna in a temple is
(A) a natural person
(B) a legal person
(C) not a person in the eye of law because
only the priest of the temple will be a
person
(D) not a person because no personality
can be conferred on God
III '

I
2
2
3
3
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26. Match List I with List II and select the

24. Which of the following is/are inchoate

correct answer using the code given
below the lists

crime ?
1) Attempt to commit a crime

List I

2) Criminal conspiracy
3) Theft

A. Common intention 1. Constructive
Liability

4) Murder

B. Good faith

2. Joint liability

C. Dishonest intention 3. Theft

Select the correct answer using the code

D. Common object

given below :
(A) 1 and 4

4. Mistake of fact

Code :

(B) 1, 2 and 3
(C) 1 and 2
(D) 2 only
25. Which one of the following is not an

A

B

C

D

(A)

2

3

4

1

(B)

2

4

3

1

(C)

1

4

3

2

(D)

1

3

4

2

27. Sec. 511 of Indian Penal Code deals with

element of Theft ?

(A) Making
impossible
punishable offence

(A) Dishonest intention to take movable
property

attempts

(B) Making preparation punishable
(C) Making mental intention punishable

(B) Moving of movable property with

(D) Making motive punishable

dishonest intention to take it out of the

28. A threatens to publish a defamatory
statement concerning B unless B gives
him money and B in consequence gives
A money. A commits the offence of

possession of another person
(C) Dishonest inducement to deliver
movable property

(A) Theft

(D) Moving of movable property in order

(B) Robbery

to accomplish the taking of it without

(C) Criminal Intimidation

the consent of the possessor
III '

List II

(D) Extortion
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29. Match List I and List II and select the

30. Sec. 292 I.P.C. makes the selling, hiring,
distributing, publicly exhibiting, importing
etc. of obscene books, pamphlets, writing,
drawing etc. are offence.

correct answer using the codes given
below the lists
List I

List II

A. Death is caused to

Which one of the following is correct Mens
rea is
(A) required only for selling and hiring
books
(B) required only for exhibiting
(C) required only for importing and
exporting
(D) not required at all for offences under
S. 292

1) Exception 2 to
Sec. 300

safeguard property
from mischief by fire
B. Death caused by a

2) Murder

child of six years
C. Death by an act with

31. Taking property dishonestly from the dead
body
(A) does not amount to any offence under
IPC
(B) amounts to the offence of theft
(C) amounts to the offence of criminal
misappropriation
(D) amounts to the offence of criminal
breach of trust

3) No offence

the intention of
causing bodily injury
which is sufficient
ordinarily to cause death
D. Death of trespasser

32. Give the chronological order in which
environmental legislations in India are
enacted

4) Right of private

of the house who was

defence

(I) Water Act

escaping

(II) Environmental Protection Act

Codes :

(III) Air Act

A

B

C

D

(A)

2

1

4

3

(B)

1

3

2

4

(C)

4

2

3

1

(D)

4

3

2

1

III '

(IV) Biodiversity Act
Code :
(A) (I) (IV) (III) (II)
(B) (IV) (II) (III) (I)
(C) (I) (II) (III) (IV)
(D) (I) (III) (II) (IV)
8
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33. Noise limit in residential zones is
(A) 15 decibles
(B) 35 decibles
(C) 60 decibles
(D) 25 decibles

37. Wild Life Protection Act is enacted in
(A) 1972
(B) 1974
(C) 1991
(D) 1981

34. Kyoto protocol is with reference to
(A) emission reduction
(B) preservation of biodiversity
(C) wild life protection
(D) prevention of natural disasters

38. Environmental Impact Assessment is
based on the principle of
(A) Polluter pay
(B) Precaution
(C) Intergenerational equity
(D) Public trust

35. Match the following
List – I

39. ‘International law is vanishing point of
jurisprudence’ – who said ?
(A) Pufendorf
(B) Holland
(C) Salmond
(D) Oppenheim

List II

Environmental Problem Appropriate Relief
I. Nuisance due to saw mill 1. Compensation
II. Deliberate fouling of water 2. Mandamus writ
III. Crop damage due to

40. Which of the following is example of
protectorate state ?
(A) Denmark
(B) USA
(C) Switzerland
(D) Bhutan

3. Fine

water pollution
IV. License to construct

4. Injunction

hotel in public park

41. Essential elements of international custom
are

Code :
(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

I
4
4
3
2

II
3
3
4
3

III
2
1
2
1

IV
1
2
1
4

(I) Practice
(II) Active consent
(III) Acceptance as law
(IV) ICJ approval

36. Reserved forests can be dereserved by
(A) State Government
(B) Central Government
(C) State Government after approved by
Central Government
(D) Cannot be dereserved
III '

Code :
(A) (I) (III) & (IV)
(B) (I) (II) & (III)
(C) (I) & (IV)
(D) (I) & (III)
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47. Petition for dissloution of Hindu marriage
may be filed
(A) Any day after the marriage
(B) Any day after six months
(C) Any day after one year
(D) Never

42. What ends when extradition begins ?
(A) Asylum
(B) Immunity
(C) Privilege
(D) Repatriation
43. Jus soli is a rule applicable to

48. Match the following :

(A) Extradition

List A

(B) Recognition
(C) Nationality

Matrimonial
Remedy

(D) Custom
44. Which one of the following is not the

and security
(B) Promotion of friendly relation between
States
(C) Pacific settlement of disputes
democratic

II. Judicial separation

2. S. 9

III. Divorce

3. S. 11

IV. Annulment

4. S. 10

Code :

governments throughout the world
45. Identify the Indian who did not serve as

(A)
(B)
(C)
(D)

ICJ judge ?
(A) Nagendra Singh
(B) R.S. Pathak
(C) Dalveer Bhandari

I
1
2
3
2

II
3
4
4
3

III
2
1
2
4

IV
4
3
1
1

49. To bring out the marital relationship in a
Muslim marriage
(A) Religious ceremonies are necessary
(B) Religious ceremonies are not
necessary
(C) Religious ceremonies are necessary
in South India
(D) Registration is compulsory

(D) S.S. Nijhar
46. MFN clause means
(A) Most Favourite Nation Clause
(B) Must Favoured Nation Clause
(C) Most Favoured Nation Clause
(D) Major Favourite Nation Clause
III '

1. S. 13

Rights

(A) Maintenance of international peace

of

Applicable
provision u/Hindu
Marriage Act

I. Restitution of Conjugal

objective of UNO ?

(D) Establishment

List B
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50. Under Hindu Marriage Act which of the
following are grounds for divorce ?

54. Under Special Marriage Act non
consummation of marriage due to

(I) Bigamy

impotency is a ground for

(II) Fraud

(A) Annulment

(III) Conversion

(B) Divorce

(IV) Desertion

(C) Restitution of Conjugal Right

Code :

(D) None of the above

(A) (I) & (II)
(B) (III) & (IV)

55. Earliest Greek writers on Natural Rights

(C) (I) & (III)

(A) Acquinas

(D) (II) (III) & (IV)

(B) Aristotle

51. A 30 yr. old man wanted to adopt a girl
child. Whom can he adopt amongst the girl
children aged as mentioned below ?

(C) Finnis
(D) Kant

(A) 10 year old
56. Which of the following is third generation

(B) 11 year old
(C) 12 year old

Human Rights ?

(D) 8 year old

(A) Right against arbitrary arrest

52. Natural guardian to illegitimate child is

(B) Right against discrimination

(A) Father alone

(C) Right to self determination

(B) Mother alone

(D) Right to livelihood

(C) Both father and mother
(D) Nobody

57. Identify the odd man out with regard to
53. Landmark decision of Supreme Court
which applied S. 125 Cr. P.C. for granting
maintenance to Muslim wife

UNO’s efforts for protection of women
(A) CEDAW

(A) Shahbanu case

(B) Vienna Conference

(B) Mudgal case

(C) Beijing conference

(C) Fatima Biwi case

(D) Nairobi conference

(D) Hussainara Khatoon case
III '
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58. Arrange the chronological order in which

62. Two statements are given below. One is
Assertion (A) and the other is Reason (R).
Examine these two statements carefully
and select the answers to these items
using the codes given below.

the following Commissions are established
(I) National Commission for Human
Rights
(II) National Commission for Child Rights
(III) National Commission for Women

Assertion (A)

:

A person who moves
to a place nearer the
place of nuisance,
can complain of
nuisance.

Reason (R)

:

Plaintiffs coming to
the place of nuisance
is a good defence.

(IV) National Commission for Scheduled
Castes
Code :
(A) (I) (III) (IV) (II)
(B) (III) (I) (IV) (II)
(C) (I) (IV) (III) (II)
(D) (I) (II) (III) (IV)

(A) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is
the correct explanation of (A)

59. Identify the year of adoption of Convention
on the Rights of the Child
(A) 1996

(B) Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is
not the correct explanation of (A)

(B) 1979

(C) (A) is true but (R) is false

(C) 1989

(D) (A) is false but (R) is true

(D) 1986
63. Which of the following are essential
elements of defence of fair comment in the
tort of defamation ?

60. In which year the UN adopted the
Convention relating to status of refugees ?
(A) 1968

The matter commented on must be

(B) 1980

1) of public interest

(C) 1960

2) an assertion of fact

(D) 1951

3) an expression of opinion

61. Which one of the following acted as chair
person of NHRC ?

4) fair

(A) Girija Vyas

(A) 1 and 2

(B) K.G. Balakrishnan

(B) 1, 3 and 4

(C) Justice Chandrachud

(C) 3 and 4

(D) Veena Mishra

(D) 2, 3 and 4

III '
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64. Match List I with List II and select the

66. Which of the following remedies are

correct answer using the code given

available in an action in tort of nuisance ?

below the lists :
1) Abatement
List I

List II

A. Inevitable Accident

2) Injunction

1. Richards

3) Specific restitution

V Lothian
B. Act of God

4) Action for damages

2. Alexander
V North Eastern

Select the correct answer using the code

Railway

given below

C. Justification by truth 3. Nichols V Marsland

(A) 1, 2 and 4
(B) 1 and 3

D. Act of third party

(C) 2 and 4

4. Stanley V Powell

(D) 1, 2, 3 and 4

Code :
A

B

C

D

67. In which one of the following cases, has

(A)

4

3

2

1

the Supreme Court of India laid down that

(B)

1

3

2

4

the enterprise which is engaged in

(C)

4

2

3

1

hazardous or inherently dangerous

(D)

1

2

3

4

activities and harm results to any one on
account of accident, the enterprise is

65. The standard of care generally used in
cases of negligence is

strictly liable to compensate all those who

(A) The skill and care of a professional

are affected by such accident ?

person

(A) Union Carbide Corporation V Union

(B) Care taken by an intelligent and

of India

prudent man

(B) M.C. Mehta V Union of India

(C) Foresight of a prudent man

(C) Charan Lal Sahu V Union of India

(D) Skill and foresight of an ordinary
person of prudent and competence
III '

(D) Pondyal V Union of India
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68. Mr. Krishna filed a complaint against the

72. In case of an agreement to sell goods

vendor who sold a mobile phone to him

action against a third party for damaging

when he failed to rectify the defect. The

the goods can be taken by

District Forum gave favourable order in

(A) The seller

favour of Mr. Krishna. The vendor preferred

(B) The buyer

an appeal and the State Commission

(C) Both

dismissed the appeal. The vendor prefers

(D) All the above

an appeal to National Commission.
73. U/S 15 of Negotiable Instrument Act

(A) The appeal is maintainable

Endorsement is

(B) The appeal is not maintainable

(A) A mode of negotiation of Negotiable

(C) In exceptional case only maintainable

Instrument

(D) None of the above

(B) A

69. When a minor is a partner in a firm

number

of

Assignment

of

Negotiable Instrument

(A) his liability is unlimited

(C) Selling of a Negotiable Instrument

(B) his liability is joint and several

(D) None of the above

(C) his share (in the business) only is liable

74. A Minor

(D) he is not liable at all

(A) may draw, indorse, deliver a
Negotiable Instrument

70. The main test of Partnership is

(B) may not draw, indorse, deliver a

(A) Sharing profits of the business

Negotiable Instrument

(B) Sharing losses of the business

(C) must not draw, indorse, deliver a

(C) Mutual agency

Negotiable Instrument

(D) All the above

(D) all the above
71. A contract of sale includes
75. The Directors of the company

(A) Sale only

(A) are the organs of the company

(B) An agreement to sell only

(B) are the agents of the company

(C) Both sale and agreement to sell

(C) are the trustees of the company

(D) None of the above
III '

(D) all the above
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